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33
To account for the complex demographic history of these populations that includes both isolation and 34 gene flow, we fit models using the joint allele frequency spectrum and validated them using independent 35 approaches. Our two best-fit models both suggest ancient divergence between the ancestors of the farmers 36 and Pygmies, 90,000 or 150,000 years ago. We also find that bi-directional asymmetric gene-flow is 37 statistically better supported than a single pulse of unidirectional gene flow from farmers to Pygmies, as 38 previously suggested. We then applied complementary statistics to scan the genome for evidence of 39 selective sweeps and polygenic selection. We found that conventional statistical outlier approaches were 40 biased toward identifying candidates in regions of high mutation or low recombination rate. To avoid this 41 bias, we assigned P-values for candidates using whole-genome simulations incorporating demography Introduction 114 those reported in SNP-microarray studies, make inference of the genetic basis of adaptation difficult.
115
Understanding genetic adaptation in African Pygmies, therefore, requires not only leveraging 116 high-coverage whole-genome data to perform a thorough scan for selective signatures, but also realistic 117 demographic models to assess the statistical significance of the candidates. To provide a genomic 118 perspective on adaptation in Pygmies, we sequenced four western Biaka Pygmies from the Central 119 African Republic using Complete Genomics (CGI) technology (Drmanac et al. 2010 ) and combined these 120 data with similar data from three Baka Pygmies (Lachance et al. 2012 ) from Cameroon and nine unrelated 121 Yoruba farmers. We inferred the demographic history of these populations and searched for positive 122 selection using several complementary statistical methods. We assessed statistical significance in our 123 selection scan analyses using genome-scale simulations performed with MaCS (Chen et al. 2009 ) that 124 incorporated recombination and mutation rate heterogeneity along the genome. Finally, we functionally 125 annotated our candidates, and we discuss their biological impact. Our analysis thus provides unique 126 insights into the complex demographic and adaptive history of Western African Pygmies.
intergenic autosomal SNVs to build a 3-population unfolded allele frequency spectrum (AFS). Ancestral 135 states were inferred using chimpanzee as the outgroup. The estimated sequence divergence between 136 human and chimpanzee based on these non-genic sequences is 1.14%. Because misspecification of 137 ancestral states might alter the AFS and lead to patterns that can mimic positive selection through an 138 excess of high frequency variants, we used the method of Hernandez et al. (2007) implemented in !a!i to 139 statistically correct the AFS for the ancestral misspecification. Because linkage among sites means that 140 !a!i calculates a composite likelihood rather than the full likelihood, we estimated confidence intervals 141 via conventional non-parametric bootstraps (see Materials and Methods).
142
To guide development of three-population models, we first considered simpler one-and two-143 population models. These initial simpler models consistently suggested a more recent divergence between 144 the two Pygmy populations than between either of those populations and the farmers. Figure 1A . The 149 maximum composite-likelihood estimates for the 10 free parameters are reported in Table 1 . The joint 150 frequency spectra resulting from this model qualitatively reproduce the data, as seen in the second and 151 third rows of Figure 1C , although our model does produce an excess of high frequency shared variants.
152
In Model-1, the ancestors of contemporary farmers and Pygmies diverged ~156 kya (95% C.I.: 140-164 153 kya) from an ancestral population that had expanded roughly three-fold prior to divergence. The ancestors 154 of the farmers and Pygmies remained isolated until ~40 kya (95% C.I.: 36-44 kya), at which point bi-155 directional gene flow began, with the flow from farmers to Pygmies being 10 times greater than from 156 Pygmies to farmers ( Table 1) . Following the Pygmy-farmer divergence, the effective population size of 157 farmers increased and the effective population size of Pygmies decreased. The Baka and Biaka diverged 158 much more recently, about 5 kya (95% C.I.: 4.7-5.7 kya). Because our small sample size limits the power 159 to infer recent demographic events (Robinson et al. 2014) , we assumed that the Baka-Biaka divergence 160 did not change the rates of gene flow with the Yoruba, and our model includes no Baka-Biaka gene flow.
161
Our second best-fit model involves a recent pulse of unidirectional gene flow from farmers to 162 Pygmies (Model-2, Figure 1B and 1C) after the divergence of the two populations. The maximum 163 composite-likelihood estimates for the 9 free parameters are shown in Table 1 . The maximum composite 164 log-likelihood of Model-2 (-7,737) is lower than Model-1. In Model-2, we inferred that Pygmies and 165 farmers diverged about 90 kya (95% C.I.: 85-92 kya). The pulse of gene flow is estimated to have 166 occurred ~7 kya (95% C.I.: 6.8-7.7 kya), while the inferred admixture proportion in our Pygmy sample 167 resulting from the pulse of gene flow from the farmers is ~68% (C.I.: 67.9-68.2%).
169

Model Selection and Validation of Demographic inference 170
We used three approaches to validate our demographic inference (see Materials and Methods). First, to 171 remove the effects of linkage we refit our models to a subset of the data in which variant sites were at 172 least 0.01 centiMorgan (cM) apart. The two best-fitting models remained the same as using the whole 173 dataset, and the parameter estimates were compatible (Table S1 ). Under the assumption that the 174 likelihoods calculated using the thinned dataset are full likelihoods, we applied the Akaike (AIC, Akaike (Table S1 ).
177
As a second validation, we used patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay, information not 178 utilized by !a!i. We calculated LD using sliding windows of 0.1 cM in the real data and in simulated 179 whole-genome data, using 100 models drawn from the parameter confidence intervals of our two best-fit 180 demographic models. We found that the patterns of LD decay predicted by the models generally matched 181 the data well for both Pygmies and farmers ( Figure S1 ). In Pygmies, Model-1 matches the LD decay in 182 the real data for pairs of sites close to or far from each other, but not for sites with intermediate separation 183 (Figure S1A) . On the other hand, Model-2 matches the data for pairs of sites with intermediate and large 184 separations, but not for small separations. Similar differences are observed for the farmers (Figure S1B ).
185
These discrepancies suggest that neither of our two best-fit models perfectly captures the full 186 demographic history of our populations, although they do capture important features of that history.
As a third validation, we applied the pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC, Li and 188 Durbin 2011) as an independent means to explore the demographic history of our populations (Materials 189 and Methods). PSMC infers effective population size over time from a single diploid genome. We applied 190 PSMC to our whole genome non-genic data that pass our quality control metrics. The PSMC curves of 
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In general, these validations suggest that Model-1 is our best estimate of demographic history for 204 these populations, but it is an imperfect model. In order to lessen the impact of model misspecification on 205 our selection inference, we conservatively report candidates under both Model-1 and Model-2. Figure S4 ). We addressed 219 this by estimating and incorporating local mutation rate variation across the whole genome in our 220 simulations (Materials and Methods). Our whole-genome neutral simulation approach reproduces the 221 pattern of local genetic diversity in the real data well (Pearson correlation=0.902, Figure S5 ). To assess 222 whether mutation-rate heterogeneity could bias downstream inferences of selection, we compared results 223 using two different sets of simulations under Model-1 to assign P-values. In the first set, the local 224 mutation rate for each window was assigned to be the mean rate of the recombination decile to which that 225 window belonged (Figure S6) . In the second set, we estimated a local mutation rate for each window 226 individually ( Figure S7) . The P-value distributions of G2D based on these two sets of simulations were 227 calculated, and for both analyses we chose the top 0.5% windows in the P-value distributions as the top-228 hits. There is a clear shift to larger heterozygosity (estimated using "/base) for the top hits in the first 229 simulation set ( Figure S6A ), compared with the second set ( Figure S7A ). As expected, the top hits in the 230 first simulation set tended to be windows with larger numbers of variants, while the top hits from the 231 second set were distributed across the whole range of observed heterozygosity across the genome ( Figure   232 S6B vs. Figure S7B ). This suggests that incorrectly incorporating mutation rate variation in whole-233 genome simulations might lead to biases toward regions with unusually high mutation rate as candidates 234 of natural selection. From here on, we thus used the per-window mutation rate approach (Materials and 235 Methods) for all of the simulations. We recognize that this approach may discount some selection signals, 236 yielding a more conservative inference of natural selection.
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To identify genomic regions with signals of selection, we used sliding windows of 500 238 consecutive SNVs that pass our quality control metrics, with a step size of 100 SNVs. We first assessed 239 the statistical significance of each window using 1,000 neutral whole genome simulations with parameters 240 drawn from the confidence intervals of each of the two best-fit demographic models. Our top hits are the 241 top 0.5% of windows in the P-value distribution of each test statistic. For finer P-value resolution, for 242 each of our top candidates we then performed an additional 100,000 local simulations.
243
The distribution of P-values was sensitive to the genetic recombination map used in the 244 simulations ( Figure S8) . In particular, the distribution of G2D p-values using the African American 245 recombination map (Hinch et al. 2011 ) is shifted more toward p=1 than using the Yoruba HapMap 246 recombination map, suggesting that inference using the African American recombination map would be 247 more conservative (Figure S8) . To avoid potential biases due to the choice of map and/or null model, we 248 restricted our list of candidates to those that are top hits using all four combinations of the two 249 recombination maps and the two best-fit demographic models. Because the P-value distributions based on 250 the two null demographic models are highly correlated (Pearson correlation=0.984, p<2.2x10 -16 , Figure   251 S9), and the analysis based on the African American genetic recombination model is more conservative, 252 unless mentioned otherwise we report the P-values and false discovery rates obtained using Model-1 and 253 the African American recombination map for our candidates.
254
To illustrate the importance of using P-values to determine candidates, rather than relying on 255 outliers in the distribution of a test statistic, we plotted the P-value based on Model-1 as a function of the 256 G2D statistic for each of the windows that we surveyed (Figure 2 ; similar result holds for the iHS 257 analysis, Figure S10 ). Quadrant I contains the many windows that have extreme G2D values but are not 258 statistically significant when the confounding effects of demography and genomic architecture are 259 controlled for. Conversely, Quadrant III contains the many windows that are statistically significant even 260 though their G2D values are not extreme on a genome-wide basis. Because the association between 261 functional elements (e.g. exon and regulatory sequences) and selection is not expected if a large fraction 262 of significant tests are false positives, we validated our P-value approach by comparing the spatial (Table S3 ). We used 277 a looser P-value cutoff to define Yoruba top-hits in order to be more conservative in identifying regions 278 as Pygmy-specific.
279
Five of our candidate regions contain genes associated with bone synthesis. EPHB1, (locus: 
328
Our whole-genome selection scan also identified a variety of genes (Table S3) 
401
Using the Mann Whitney U test, we found 113 gene sets that show significant evidence of having 402 larger F ST values compared to the F ST distributions of the rest of genic sequences (one-sided test, 403 Bonferroni corrected p < 10 -10 ). To evaluate our false positive rate, we conducted the same analysis using 404 our four sets of neutral whole genome simulations. Surprisingly, we found as many or more significant 405 gene sets in 72.9% and 48.5% of our simulations under the Model-1 and Model-2, respectively. This 406 suggests that demographic processes and genomic architecture can mimic the signals of polygenic 407 adaptation, and in turn suggests that many of these 113 significant gene sets are false positives.
408
Only 3 out of the 113 significant gene sets had significant U tests less than 5% of the time in all 409 of our neutral whole genome simulation sets, and we consider these sets as true positives (Table S5 ).
410
Among these three gene sets, there were no overlapping genes, nor did any genes overlap with those 411 identified in our G2D and iHS analysis. The two strongest signals of polygenic selection we detected are (Figure S6) , so candidates determined using an empirical outlier approach might be 512 biased towards regions with higher mutation rates. By matching local mutation rate in our simulations to 513 local heterozygosity in the data, we eliminate this bias (Figure S7) . Worryingly, the false targets 514 identified by a genomic scan that fails to account for non-selective forces can be misleading because they 515 might still make biological sense a posteriori (Pavlidis et al. 2012 ).
516
Many outlier windows in our empirical distributions are not atypical when the underlying 517 demography and genomic architecture are controlled for (Figure 2, Quadrant I) . Prioritizing selection 518 candidates based on P-values also identifies regions whose summary statistic values are modest, yet 519 atypical compared to the same regions in our simulations (Figure 2, Quadrant III) . Even more striking 520 is the high proportion of GO gene sets that are identified as significant by a Mann-Whitney U test but that 521 are not significant when compared against our neutral simulations that account for demographic history 522 and genomic architecture. Caution is still advised when interpreting our results, however, because no 523 simulation can account for all potential confounding factors (Pavlidis et al. 2012 
558
However, selection may sometimes favor an ancestral allele that has been segregating in the population 559 (Pritchard et al. 2010 ). Because accessing essential foods is crucial for hunter-gatherers, mobility-related 560 adaptation to locomotor efficiency amid dense vegetation has been emphasized in several recent studies 561 (Diamond 1991 
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We leveraged whole-genome sequence data from African Pygmy and agriculturalist populations 584 to infer their prehistory and search for Pygmy-specific adaptation signals through a carefully designed 585 computational and statistical framework. In doing so, we accounted for many potentially confounding 586 factors, including demography and mutation and recombination rate heterogeneity. Future work may be 587 needed to account for additional confounding factors, but we believe the framework presented here offers 588 great promise for shedding light on the complex demographic and adaptive history of human populations.
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